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Abstract
We show the monotonic properties of canonical correlation coecients and the
concave–convex properties of some of their functions with respect to some elements of
the variance–covariance corresponding to them, and then use these results to discuss the
monotonic and concave–convex properties of the relative eciency of the least squares
estimator (LSE) in a linear regression model with respect to some elements of the
variance–covariance of the error vector. Finally we give two examples of the two-stage
sampling regression model and pairwise overlapping sampling regression model.
Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Y be an n dimension random vector with positive variance–covariance R
and let
X  Q0Y ; Z  R0Y ; 1
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where Q : n s and R : n r are non-random matrices with rank s and r, re-
spectively. We call the non-zero characteristic roots k1P k2P    P kq of the
matrix
varZÿ1covZ;X varX ÿ1covX ; Z 2
the canonical correlation coecients between X and Z, where q  mins; r.
Some properties of canonical correlation coecients have been given in
many articles, for example, [9] and references therein. In these notes we discuss
the monotonic properties of k1; k2; . . . ; kq and the concave–convex properties of
some of their functions with respect to some elements of R, which are stated in
Section 2. Using these properties, the monotonic and concave–convex prop-
erties of the relative eciency of the least squares estimator (LSE) in a linear
model with respect to some elements of the variance–covariance of the error
vector are stated in Section 3. Examples of the two-stage sampling regression
model and pairwise overlapping sampling regression model are also given in
Section 3.
2. Canonical correlation
Let n si matrices Hi; i  1; 2; 3; 4, satisfy that:
(a) H 0i Hj  0, H 0i Hi  Isi , i; j  1; 2; 3; 4;
(b) lH1..
.
H2  lQ, lH2..
.
H3  lR;
(c) s1  s2  s3  s4  n, s1  s2  s, s2  s3  r.
where Ir denotes the r  r identity matrix and lA denotes the vector space
spanned by the column vectors of matrix A. According to (a) and (b), R can be
written as
R  HTH 0; 3
where
H  H1..
.
H2..
.
H3..
.
H4;
and
T 
T11 T12 T13 T14
T21 T22 T23 T24
T31 T32 T33 T34
T41 T42 T43 T44
0
BBB@
1
CCCA 4
is positive and Tij is an si  sj matrix, i; j  1; 2; 3; 4. Before giving the main
theorem, we discuss a definition and two lemmas.
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Definition 1. Let Rn and R be n and 1 dimension Euclidean space respectively,
let x 2 Rn, and f be a function into R. The dierential of f at x [denoted by
df x] is defined as a function from Rn to Rn such that
lim
jjdxjj!0
f x dx ÿ f x ÿ df xdx
jjdxjj  0;
where df xdx denotes the inner product of two vectors df x and x. If the
ith element of df x(denoted by df xi) is also dierential, its dierential is
ddf xi, i  1; 2; . . . ; n. We define d2f xh2 as
d2f xh2 
Xn
i1
hiddf xih
for h  h1; . . . ; hn0 2 Rn.
Lemma 1. Let D  fT11; T33 : T in 4 is positiveg, then D is a convex set in
Rs1s11=2s3s31=2.
Proof. Omitted.
Lemma 2. Let
gT11; T33  ln detfZ 0A12Aÿ122 A21Zg ÿ ln detfZ 0A11Zg
and
f T11; T33  ln detfZ 0A11 ÿ A12Aÿ122 A21Zg ÿ ln detfZ 0A11Zg;
where Z is an s1  s2  l matrix such that Z 0Z  Il, and
A11  T11 T12T21 T22
 
; A12  A021 
T12 T13
T22 T23
 
; A22  T22 T32T23 T33
 
;
we have
(i) gT11; T33 is convex on T11; T33 2 D, and
(ii) f T11; T33 is concave on T11; T33 2 D.
Proof. It is obvious that gT11; T33 and f T11; T33 are dierential on D. For
simplicity, let
L01  Is1 ..
.
0s1s1s2; L02  0..
.
Is3s3s2s3;
P  ZZ 0A11Zÿ1Z 0; K  ZZ 0A12Aÿ122 A21Zÿ1Z 0:
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We have
dgT11; T33dT11; dT33
 trZ 0A12Aÿ122 A21Zÿ1Z 0A12Aÿ122 ÿL2dT33L02Aÿ122 A21Z
ÿ trZ 0A11Zÿ1Z 0L1dT11L01Z
 ÿtrL02Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 L2dT33 ÿ trL01PL1dT11;
and
d2gT11; T33dT11; dT332
 2trL02Aÿ122 L2dT33L02Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 L2dT33
ÿ trL02Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 L2dT33L02Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 L2dT33
 trL01PL1dT11L01PL1dT11
 trl022Aÿ122 ÿ Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 
 L2dT33L02Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122 L2dT33
 trL01PL1dT11L01PL1dT11;
which, with the fact that
Aÿ122 ÿ Aÿ122 A21KA12Aÿ122
 Aÿ1=222 I ÿ Aÿ1=222 A21ZZ 0A12Aÿ122 A21Zÿ1Z 0A12Aÿ1=222 Aÿ1=222 P 0;
implies that
d2gT11; T33dT11; dT332P 0:
Therefore the conclusion (i) holds.
Similarly let
B  ZZ 0A11 ÿ A12Aÿ122 A21Zÿ1Z 0
and
C  Aÿ122 A21BA12Aÿ122 :
Then
d2f T11; T33dT11; dT332
 ÿtrL01BL1dT11L01BL1dT11 ÿ 2trL02Aÿ122 A21BL1dT11L01BA12Aÿ122 L2dT33
ÿ 2trL02Aÿ122 L2dT33L02CL2dT33 ÿ trL02CL2dT33L02CL2dT33
 trL01PL1dT11L01PL1dT11;
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since BP P ,
d2f T11; T33dT11; dT3326 0;
which implies conclusion (ii). The lemma is proved.
Theorem 1. If R has the form of (3), then the canonical correlation coefficients
k1; k2; . . . ; kq satisfy that
(1) ki is a decreasing function of T11; T33 2 D; i  1; 2; . . . ; q;
(2)
Pl
i1 ln ki is convex function of T11; T33 2 D; i  1; 2; . . . ; q;
(3)
Pl
i1 ln1ÿ ki is concave function of T11; T33 2 D; i  1; 2; . . . ; q.
Proof. Let ch1AP ch2AP    P chnA denote all the characteristic roots
of n n symmetric matrix A and let
Aij  H
0
i
H 0i1
 
HTH 0Hj..
.
Hj1:
Since
ki  chi Aÿ111 A12Aÿ122 A21
 	
 chi
T11 T12
T21 T22
 !ÿ1
T12 T13
T22 T23
 !
T22 T23
T32 T33
 !ÿ1
T21 T22
T31 T32
 !0@
1
A
 chi
T22 T23
T32 T33
 !ÿ1
T21 T22
T31 T32
 !
T11 T12
T21 T22
 !ÿ1
T12 T13
T22 T23
 !0@
1
A
for i  1; 2; . . . ; q, and
T11 T12
T21 T22
 ÿ1
6
~T11 T12
T21 T22
 ÿ1
if T116 ~T11, and
T22 T23
T32 T33
 ÿ1
6 T22 T23
T32 ~T33
 ÿ1
if T336 ~T33. Conclusion (1) of theorem holds by the fact that for n n non-
negative symmetric matrices A;B;C,
chiABP chiBC
for i  1; 2; . . . ; n, if APC, where the notation ‘‘APC’’ denotes that Aÿ C is a
non-negative symmetric matrix.
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Using Lemma 2, we know that for T11; T33 2 D, ~T11; ~T33 2 D and
06 a6 1,
gaT11  1ÿ a~T11; aT33  1ÿ a ~T33P agT11; T33  1ÿ ag ~T11; ~T33;
5
f aT11  1ÿ a~T11; aT33  1ÿ a ~T336 af T11; T33  1ÿ af  ~T11; ~T33;
6
which, with the fact that
Xl
i1
ln ki  sup
Z0ZIl
gT11; T33
and
Xl
i1
ln1ÿ ki  inf
Z0ZIl
f T11; T33;
imply conclusions (2) and (3) of the theorem. The theorem is proved.
Corollary 1. If
R  aT11; T33H1T11H 01  H3T33H 03  D:
where real number aT11; T33 > 0. Let
D  fT11; T33 : T11 > ÿH 01DH1; T33 > ÿH 03DH3g:
Then conclusions (1)–(3) of Theorem 1 hold.
Proof. Since
R  aT11; T33HH 0H1T11H 01  H3T33H 03  DHH 0
 aT11; T33H
T11  H 01DH1 H 01DH2 H 01DH3 H 01DH4
H 02DH1 H
0
2DH2 H
0
2DH3 H
0
2DH4
H 03DH1 H
0
3DH2 T33  H 03DH3 H 03DH4
H 04DH1 H
0
4DH2 H
0
4DH3 H
0
4DH4
0
BBB@
1
CCCAH 0
and ki is not related with aT11; T33; i  1; 2; . . . ; q. Corollary 1 holds by
Theorem 1.
3. Relative eciency of LSE
Consider a linear model
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Y  Xb ; EY  Xb; varY   R > 0; 7
where Y and  are n 1 random vectors, X is an n s known matrix with rank
s, b is an s 1 unknown regression coecient vector, the LSE of b is
b^  X 0X ÿ1X 0Y
and the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of b is
b  X 0Rÿ1X ÿ1X 0Rÿ1Y
Although LSE b^ is unbiased, we lose eciency if we use it in place of BLUE b.
To determine the loss of eciency, Haberman [3], Bloomfield and Waston [1]
and Knott [6] introduced
e1b^jb  sup
c60
varc0b=varc0b^;
and
e2b^jb  detvarb= detvarb^;
respectively. It is obvious that
e1b^jb  ch1fvarbvarb^ÿ1g
and
e2b^jb 
Ys
i1
chifvarbvarb^ÿ1g:
Let Q  X X 0X ÿ1=2, R an n nÿ s matrix R such that R0Q  0 and
R0R  Inÿs. The following lemma demonstrates the relations between the ca-
nonical correlation coecients k1P k2P    P ks of W  Q0Y and Z  R0Y
and chivarbvarb^ÿ1, i  1; 2; . . . ; s.
Lemma 3. The canonical correlation coefficients k1P k2P    P ks of
W  Q0Y and Z  R0Y satisfy that
ki  1ÿ chsÿi1varbvarb^ÿ1; i  1; 2; . . . ; s:
Proof. Since
ki  chivarW ÿ1covW ; ZvarZÿ1covZ;W 
 chifQ0RQÿ1Q0RRR0RRÿ1R0RQg
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and
Q0RRR0RRÿ1R0RQ
 Q0R1=2R1=2RR0RRÿ1R0R1=2R1=2Q
 Q0R1=2In ÿ Rÿ1=2QQ0Rÿ1Qÿ1Q0Rÿ1=2R1=2Q
 Q0RQÿ Q0Rÿ1Qÿ1
thus
ki  chiIs ÿ Q0RQÿ1Q0Rÿ1Qÿ1
 1ÿ chsÿi1Q0Rÿ1Qÿ1Q0RQÿ1
 1ÿ chsÿi1varbbarb^
The lemma is proved.
Using Corollary 1 and Lemma 3, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. If R in (7) has the form
R  aT1; T3QT1Q0  RT2R0  D;
where real number aT1; T2 > 0, D is an n n symmetric matrix, Q and R are
n s and n nÿ smatrices such thatQ0Q  Is;R0R  Inÿs andQ0R  0, letD
fT1;T2 : T1 and T2 are s s and nÿ s nÿ s symmetric matrices; respectively;
and T1 >ÿQ0DQ;T2 >ÿR0DRg, then
(1) ln e2b^jb is the increasing and concave function of T1; T2 2 D;
(2) ln1ÿ e1b^jb is the decreasing and convex function of T1; T2 2 D:
Next we give an application of Theorem 2
Corollary 2. If R in (7) has the form
R  ahhIn  D;
where D is an n n symmetric matrix, h > ÿch1D and real number ah > 0,
then
(1) ln e2b^jb is the strictly increasing and strictly concave function of h if
lDX  6 lX ;
(2) ln1ÿ e1b^jb is the decreasing and convex function of h.
Proof. Let T1  hIs; T2  hInÿs. Since QQ0  RR0  In, then by Theorem 2,
conclusion (2) holds and ln e2b^jb is the increasing and concave function of h.
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Let
gh  detQ0hIn  DQQ0hIn  Dÿ1Q
and
f h  e2b^jb
thus
f h  1
gh :
If there exists h1, h2, ÿchnD < h1 < h2, such that f h1  f h2, then
f h  f h2; 8h 2 h1; h2 by the fact that f h is the increase function of h,
which implies that
1ÿ f h1gh  0 8h 2 h1; h2 8
since gh is a rational form, thus
1ÿ f h1gh  0 8h > ÿchnD;
which, with the fact that
lim
h!1
e2b^jb  1
implies that
e2b^jb  1 8h > ÿchnD
i.e.,
detQ0RQQ0Rÿ1Q  1 8h > ÿchnD: 9
Noticing that Q0RQP Q0Rÿ1Qÿ1, we have
Q0RQP Q0Rÿ1Qÿ1 8h > ÿchnD
that is
varb^  varb 8h > ÿchnD
and
b^  b: 10
According to Zyskind [11], we know that b^  b if and only if
lRX   lX : 11
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Since R  ahhIn  D, then (11) is equivalent to
lDX   lX ;
which contradicts the conditions of lDX  6 lX . Therefore for any h1 and h2,
ÿchnD < h1 < h2, f h1 6 f h2. So e2b^jb is the strictly increasing function
of h 2 ÿchnD;1 and
d ln f h
dh
P 0 8h > ÿchnD
and for any h1, h2, ÿchnD < h1 < h2, there exists h 2 h1; h2 such that
d ln f h
dh

hh
> 0: 12
Since
d ln f h
dh
 trQ0hIn  DQÿ1 ÿ trfQ0hIn  Dÿ1Qÿ1Q0hIn  Dÿ2Qg
can be expressed as the rational form of h and d ln f h=dh is the decreasing
function of h 2 ÿchnD;1. Using the same method as above, we can
prove that if there exist h1; h2;ÿchnD < h1 < h2 such that
d ln f h
dh
 const: 8h 2 h1; h2
then
d ln f h
dh
 const: 8h 2 ÿchnD;1;
which, with the fact that
lim
h!1
d ln f h
dh
 0
implies that
d ln f h
dh
 0 8h 2 ÿchnD;1
this contradicts (12). Therefore d ln f h=dh is the strictly decreasing function
of h 2 ÿchnD;1. Corollary 2 is proved.
Example 1. Two-Stage Sampling Regression Model: Scott and Holt [8] consider
the model as (7) with R  r2V , where V is the block-diagonal matrix
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V  diagV1; . . . ; Vc
and Vi is an mi  mi matrix
Vi 
1 d    d
d 1    d
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
d d    1
0
BB@
1
CCA:
They used the results
06 1ÿ e1b^jb6 Lmax  1= 1

 41ÿ d1 m0 ÿ 1d
m20d

;
where d > 0 and m0  maxm1; . . . ;mc, to discuss the eects of intracluster
correlation d on LSE of b. Christensen [2] gives a subclass of their model in
which LSE and BLUE of b are identical.
Let Ji is a mi  1 vectors of ones, thus
V  1ÿ dIn  ddiagJ1J 01; . . . ; JcJ 0c
and
R  dr2 1ÿ d
d
In

 diagJ1J 01; . . . ; JcJ 0c

 ÿ dr2 1ÿ dÿd In

ÿ diagJ1J 01; . . . ; JcJ 0c

if d > 0, let h  1ÿ d=d, ah  dr2 and D  diagJ1J 01; . . . ; JcJ 0c, and if d < 0,
let h  1ÿ d=ÿ d; ah  ÿdr2, and D  diagJ1J 01; . . . ; JcJ 0c. Using Corollary
2, we have
(1) If ldiagJ1J 01;    ; JcJ 0c 6 lX , then ln e2b^jb is the strictly decreasing
function of jdj on jdj < 1 and the strictly concave function of 1ÿ d=jdj on
0 < d < 1 and ÿ1 < d < 0, respectively, Therefore it is the strictly concave
function of d on ÿ1; 1.
(2) ln1ÿ e1b^jb is the increasing function of jdj on d 2 ÿ1; 1 and the
convex function of 1ÿ d=jdj on d 2 0; 1 and d 2 ÿ1; 0, respectively.
Therefore it is the convex function of d on d 2 ÿ1; 1.
Example 2. Pairwise Overlapping Sampling Regression Model: Overlapping
samples appear in several fields of statistical application, e.g., [5,10,7], etc.
Kamps [4] considered the model as (7) with s  1; X 0  1; 1; . . . ; 11k; b  l,
and
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R  r
2
n
n m 0    0 0
m n m    0 0
0 m n    0 0
..
. ..
. ..
. . .
. ..
. ..
.
0 0 0    n m
0 0 0    m n
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
kk
 mr
2
n2
n
m
Ik
0
BBBBBBB@

0 1 0    0 0
1 0 1    0 0
0 1 0    0 0
..
. ..
. ..
. . .
. ..
. ..
.
0 0 0    0 1
0 0 0    1 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
kk
1
CCCCCCCA
;
where m is an overlap number such that 2m < n. In this model
e1b^jb  e2b^jb  k
2
J 0Rÿ1JJ 0RJ
;
where J 0  1; 1; . . . ; 11k, let h  n=m, ah  mr2=n2 and
D 
0 1 0    0 0
1 0 1    0 0
0 1 0    0 0
..
. ..
. ..
. . .
. ..
. ..
.
0 0 0    0 1
0 0 0    1 0
0
BBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCA
kk
:
Using Corollary 2, we have that if kP 3, then
(1) ln e1b^jb is the strictly increasing and strictly concave function of
h  n=m 2 2;1
(2) ln1ÿ e1b^jb is the strictly decreasing and strictly convex function of
h  n=m 2 2;1.
Proof. Since DJ0  1; 2; 2; . . . ; 2; 11k, if kP 3, thus
lDJ 6 lJ  lX 
which, by result (1) of Corollary 2, implies that conclusion (1) holds, and
that ln1ÿ e1b^jb is the strictly decreasing function of h  n=m 2 2;1,
that is
d ln1ÿ e1b^jb
dh
6 0 8h 2 2;1 13
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and for any 2 < h1 < h2 there exist h
 2 h1; h2 such that
d ln1ÿ e1b^jb
dh

hh
< 0: 14
Since
d ln1ÿ e1b^jb
dh
 ÿl
0hIk  Dÿ2ll0hIk  Dl l0hIk  Dÿ1l
l0hIk  Dll0hIk  Dÿ1lÿ 1
ÿ 1
l0hIk  Dl
l0hIk  Dÿ2l
l0hIk  Dl ;
which is the rational form of h, where l  J= kp . Using the method similar to
proving Corollary 2, and the fact that d ln1ÿ e1b^jb=dh is the decreasing
function of h 2 2;1, we can prove that for any h1; h2; 2 < h1 < h2
d ln1ÿ e1b^jb
dh

hh1
>
d ln1ÿ e1b^jb
dh

hh2
;
which implies that conclusion (2) holds.
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